CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

Peninsula Canada.
Beanfield Cloud Exchange Multi-Cloud Service Connectivity:
Reaching for the LAN Speed Record.

About Peninsula Canada
Peninsula Canada’s disruptive new service model is reshaping the Canadian
HR service landscape. Peninsula clients have access to comprehensive aroundthe-clock HR and health and safety support at an enterprise service level that
has been streamlined to meet the needs of small and medium businesses. The
Peninsula Canada corporate mission dedicates the team to reaching companies
unable to afford expensive in-house HR and safety resources. Peninsula works
to ensure those clients are in full compliance with Canadian employment law, HR
practices, and occupational health & safety standards.
Their unique service offers clients a protection package that enables small
businesses to benefit from the same expertise that larger organizations typically
delivery in-house.

Challenges

Country
Canada
Founded
1983
Sectors
Employment law, HR,
health & safety and
employee well-being
consultancy services
Headquarters
Manchester, UK
Employees
2,700 (150 Canada)
Website
peninsulagrouplimited.com

In 2017 Peninsula Group leadership selected key staff members from
their global workforce to lead an initial entrance into the Canadian
market. The goal for rapid market launch required replacing legacy IT
infrastructure with Microsoft Azure and Office 365 services that will
synchronously scale with the growth of a new office in a brand new
market. The challenge to the new Canadian team included delivering
an equivalent service level to their global counterparts that benefit
from a mature IT support model with infrastructure and services
using in-house staff and a Tier 1 colocation facility.
Rapid sales growth and the enthusiastic response from the
Canadian market created significant staff augmentation and a need
for larger dedicated office space.
With the addition of nearly 150 staff in under two years, Peninsula
began evaluating whether the bandwidth and quality of service that
could be delivered to end users over an Azure VPN connection would
still match the service level guaranteed to staff at their primary office
locations that benefit from colocated infrastructure.
A vendor selection process was initiated to identify the following:
ĢĢ Azure Express Route service availability for connectivity for
private peering to Azure Compute (IaaS)
ĢĢ Service quality improvement for delivery of SaaS services via
traditional IP transit
ĢĢ Vendor selection process uncovered the availability of multi-cloud
private connectivity as well as private peering for Azure PaaS/
SaaS services, Office 365 and Salesforce Express Connect
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Solution
The Peninsula Canada vendor selection process uncovered the local availability of multicloud private
connectivity including private peering services for public Azure PaaS/SaaS services, Office 365 and
Salesforce Express Connect. Additionally, those services could terminate directly in their new Toronto office
bypassing retail colocation facilities.
Peninsula selected Beanfield Metroconnect as the primary vendor for private metro ethernet service between
the new office and the Megaport PoP location inside the Allied Properties Data Centre at 905 King Street
West. Working In partnership together, Beanfield, Megaport, and Scalar Decisions successfully deployed CPE
equipment and terminating VLANs for IP Transit, Azure Express Route, and Salesforce Express Connect over
a 10 Gbit ethernet service using a single pair of fibre optic cabling.
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Outcome
Peninsula Canda completed the project delivering multi-cloud services via metro ethernet to their new office
space after a lengthy implementation and testing period. Beanfield, Megaport, and Scalar Decisions are jointly
celebrating breaking the LAN latency barrier with this solution and reaching the first in market milestones
achieved with these new service activations by successfully privately peering Peninsula Canada with public
Azure, Office 365, and Salesforce services.

Highlights
 First Canadian approval from Microsoft for Azure Express Route Microsoft Peering to Office
365 services including Exchange, Skype for Business (Teams), and Azure PaaS services
(Azure AD, InTune).
 First Canadian Salesforce Express Connect service activation.
 2ms latency to Azure IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and Office 365 customer node servers 90%
reduction in latency between office network and Microsoft Cloud Platform.
 20ms latency to Salesforce NA50 servers. 50% reduction in latency between office network
and Peninsula Salesforce lighting deployment.
 Security and route resiliency has been improved by providing connectivity to those services
over redundant wave protected private lines.

About Beanfield & Megaport Canada
In partnership, Megaport Canada and Beanfield Metroconnect provide your
business with the comprehensive service needed to connect your enterprise
to the cloud directly. With the fastest circuit activation times in Toronto and
Montreal, you can connect directly and get reliable performance - all over a
private network that scales easily and deliver the lowest possible latency.
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More information
Megaport Enabled Locations

Access our Knowledgebase

Access Megaport Portal

Connecting to Azure

Megaport Cost Estimator

Contact Megaport

We make connectivity easy
Megaport is the highly scaled Network as a Service (NaaS) organisation utilising 100 Gbps technology to deliver
dedicated access to cloud services. The Company’s Software Defined Network (SDN) enables the interconnection
of enterprises and service providers across hundreds of data centre locations around the globe. Fast, flexible, and
dynamic, Megaport’s connectivity solution is transforming the way businesses reach leading cloud services from
Microsoft, Google, Oracle, Amazon Web Services, Nutanix, IBM, Salesforce, and Alibaba.
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